For the downtown ensemble

Yak-compliant music
dennis bathory-kitsa

1
Flute
Relaxed & starting very quietly \( \downarrow \frac{4}{40} \)

Clarinet
Relaxed & starting very quietly \( \downarrow \frac{4}{40} \)

us Clarinet
Relaxed & starting very quietly \( \downarrow \frac{4}{40} \)

Piano
Relaxed & starting very quietly \( \downarrow \frac{4}{40} \)
repeat measure if needed to sync
same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes

same feel, not longer notes
feel yourself syncing...

...aaah!

chorale-like speed... previous

...aaah!

chorale-like speed... previous

...aaah!

chorale-like speed... previous

...aaah!

chorale-like speed... previous

...aaah!